
Good Evening, I’m Don Boyd  
I’ve been an OMUG member since last 
year and the Treasurer since April 2014. 

It’s a good thing we have a crack team of high tech board 
members and links to them!
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My first experience with Macintosh was in 1986

Return to Apple 2009 - MacBook Pro
Several iPods…..  But, no iPad - - yet! 

Can’t make it through a day without my iPhone 5S
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How I use my Apple devices - iWorks 

Maintain the OMUG Treasury records 

 I’m a big Google Fan!
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BOYD’s Logic $ ! ?

 If it’s FREE try it! 

If it doesn’t work for me delete it!

APPS
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Phil introduced us to this app at one of our OMUG meetings  > 
  AppsGoneFree  (a Free iPhone / iPad App)
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STEPZ
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5 COINS
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Easy to work 

Challenging to manipulate (due to the number of dogs)

Fun creating a card from the Dogs of D.O.G.S. (Dog Owners Group of 
SummerGlen)
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Picture Collage Maker Lite

LIGHTS 

CAMERA 

ACTON 
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Thank You  
for your time and joining us on Veterans Day 2014 

  
Chief Personnelman Donald E Boyd, USN -Ret.
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SLIDE 1

Intro 

I consider myself a novice and expect that I alway 
will be - mostly because technology, systems and 
programs change faster than APPS! 



SLIDE 2
My first experience with Macintosh was in 1986 when I got 
the Mac 512.  I later graduated to the Plus with 2 drives. 
Sadly I was forced into the PC world due to my job with the 
Navy Dept.
I retired in 2004 and bought my MacBook Pro in 2009.  I have 
several iPods……….. but no iPad - yet! 
Last year I upgraded my iPhone 4S to a 5S. I’m still learning 
my 5S so no new 6 for now.  I use it for everything and even 
get a few phone calls! 

 SLIDE 3
I use my APPLE Products for personal & social activities - 
iWorks - Pages & Numbers for tracking my BP, on again off 
again exercising, my finances, writing family newsletters at 
Christmas, downloading music, and keeping up with my 
family and friends on Facebook AND  to maintain the OMUG 
Treasury records.       Oh! and I’m a big Google Fan!
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SLIDE 4

I’m somewhat in awe of all the Apps being developed.  So if one 
peaks my interest I get it and play! 
I’d say in the past 6 months I’ve downloaded over 200 Apps that 
interested me and deleted half of those! Using BOYD’s Logic $?!

SLIDE 5

On a daily basis this App lets you know which Apps are available 
that day at no cost.  They offer many products including lots of 
games for all ages, both educational and entertainment. There are 
normally 6 to 8 Apps listed each day.   
A few of the ones the I have kept are working well for me and are 
helping me keep track of what I want to know or do for now,  The 
following are ones I use on a daily basis. 
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SLIDE 6
This is STEPZ, it’s a pedometer and it’s Free.  You enter your 
info in settings and go.  The normal recommended steps 
per day is 10K (about 5 mi), but AARP says for us mature 
folks 6K or about 2 1/2 mi. is good.  I strive for 8.6K (4 plus 
miles).  The only hard requirement is remembering to carry 
your iPhone  (in  your pocket or pocketbook).   The iPhone  
with M7 motion co-processors does the rest.

SLIDE 7
5 Coins is another one I’m playing with.  On a daily 
basis you add in what you spend and it keeps track 
of your spending habits (good & bad) and at the end 
of the month, quarter and year it shows you where 
your money went!  Ugh!!!  I got it Free it’s now $1.99.
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SLIDE 8

I live in SummerGlen, a 55+ community, that has a really nice dog 
park.  So I get this idea that I’ll document all the dogs that use the 
Park.  Then I get this better idea to take pictures of the dogs and 
make a Greeting Card, since Christmas was just around the corner!   

I searched the Apps store for Free APPS and played with a few to 
see if I could handle them.  I found this one which was easy to work, 
challenging to manipulate (due to the number of dogs), and fun for 
creating a card from the Dogs of D.O.G.S. (Dog Owners Group of 
SummerGlen) our unofficial name.  I found Picture Collage Maker 
Lite was best for me. 

There are several templates to choose from, Calendars, Greeting 
Cards, Photo Album, etc.  And of course they have a better version, 
Picture Collage Maker 3, which runs about $20.00, but that didn’t fit 
my Logic for getting APPS. 
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SLIDE 9 

The pictures were taken with my iPhone 4S and a 
Sony Cyber-shot camera. 

I downloaded them into iPhoto and did some minor 
editing for enhancements - cutting out owners feet, 
adjusting lighting, hiding the boys pink crayons, etc. 

Adjusting to size and changing angles within the APP 
is easy - select Size and Maneuver where you want it.  
It’s a lot like using Keynote in this presentation.
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SLIDE 10

The top photo is a view of the Large Dog Park, with the 
Small Dog Park in the background.  And below are some 
of the dogs who enjoy their daily romps while the D.O.G.S. 
catch-up on the local gossip, golf scores, good places to 
eat, etc. 

We have quite a variety of dogs from Purebred to Heinz 57.  
Mine, DAKOTA, is there on top left she’s a Rottweiler-
Beagle mix. 
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SLIDE 11

I was able to catch 44 of the community dogs, but it was a 
challenge as you an see in the final product. 

This greeting was well received by the D.O.G.S. and those 
in the community who wished they were included…… 

Questions ?

SLIDE 12

Thank You for your time & joining us on Veterans Day 2014
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